"THz-Videocam" is a German project to build a passive security camera which visualizes sub-mm wavelengths using superconducting bolometer arrays. In the intended market it has to compete with established near-field millimeter-wave scanners which use active microwave techniques. Comparing both concepts, a cryogenic sub-mm video camera constitutes a complementary solution to a conventional near-field scan because of its unique feature to perform a stand-off scan with a useful spatial resolution - an ability which is almost out of reach for millimeter-wave technology. Therefore, a sub-mm wave camera could be used in a variety of application scenarios beyond the obvious airport screening, ranging from the protection of buildings (e.g. embassies) to safeguarding public events.

Against the background of existing solutions, our camera will be analyzed in terms of achieved performance and its practical use. The reported current generation was designed to demonstrate stand-off capability whilst achieving a background-limited performance. It is able to record videos with 25Hz frame rate, using an array of 64 superconducting bolometers in combination with an opto-mechanical scanner. The necessary cooling of the detector array is provided by a commercial pulse tube cooler with a second, self-contained cooling stage. The cooling cycle is completely automated; after about 15 hours of initial cooling from room temperature the system can operate continuously. For imaging, a 100cm optics is used which is able to resolve approximately 1.5 cm objects from 14 m distance. For a flexible installation, the object distance can be tuned manually between 14 and 20m. All image data are displayed in various graphic renditions by unified system software to assist a security official.